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But nonconscious processing has its advantages too. It supports the parallel

because he doesn’t need to think about how to run or dribble or make a shot. While
these things are coming together automatically, he can focus on strategy. If you
were to make him think about, for example, ways to improve his shooting, pre-
sumably his game would worsen before it improved (Langer & Imber, 1979). Like
soccer, learning to drive takes conscious study and effort, but eventually people
not only manage to drive but to do many other things while driving. Yet, if some-
thing happened on the road, extraneous activities would be interrupted as orient-
ing reactions redirected conscious attention to the unexpected event.

It is precisely because conscious processing is so useful in evaluating novel
stimuli that it must be supplemented by other mechanisms. It typically has wide-
spread effects on attention, memory, and motor control (Baars, 1988). While con-
tradictory beliefs may coexist in the subconscious, objects in consciousness are re-
quired to maintain a much higher degree of consistency. For example, a locked gate
forced me to park my bicycle in a new place, but later without thinking I returned
to its usual spot only to find it missing. Outside of consciousness, my brain was
quite content to represent the bicycle as residing at its usual location and at its new
location. Flexibly maintaining consistent representations in consciousness may be
computationally demanding, involving billions of bits of information in the brain

may explain why the brain’s massively parallel nonconscious processing can break

the capacity of nonconscious processing to maintain complex interrelations that
have already been worked out through practice. But it is this “working out” that
is the domain of conscious processing, because what is represented consciously is
articulated with sufficient richness to allow persons to evaluate novel situations.

If solving the frame problem entails finding a representational form that allows
computational agents to avoid getting bogged down reasoning about stable aspects
of the world (Janlert, 1996), the interplay between conscious and nonconscious

inconsistencies until something goes wrong — something unexpected happens. It
then sets conscious processing on to the problem — with its flexibility, consistency
checks, and integration of disparate brain centres — to correct and reautomate

human brains can deploy (1) a flexible and consistent representation of objects in
consciousness, (2) a vast number of stable subconscious routines that are able to
run in parallel, and (3) methods for consciously detecting when things go wrong
and correcting and reautomating those routines. Isn’t this what an intelligent robot
needs to be able to do?
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Let us now consider the two major robotics approaches to intelligent behav-

means of a symbol system and the behaviour-based approach of building up com-
plex behaviours from simple mechanisms that directly link sensing with motor

and frame problems, metaphorically resembles conscious processing, while the
behaviour-based approach with its hardwired routines metaphorically resembles
some kinds of nonconscious processing. Some researchers have taken a hybrid ap-
proach by welding together GOFAI and behaviour-based subsystems along a fixed
interface (Malcolm, 1995). But it is clear that none of these approaches attempts to
simulate the interplay of conscious and subconscious processing, which is how the
human organism has finessed the symbol grounding and frame problems.

Although it is easy to argue that GOFAI-based robots have too much repre-
sentational freedom, while behaviour-based robots have too little, this argument
really misses the point. To illustrate why, it is useful to consider Brooks’ robot
Herbert (1991a, 1991b). Herbert appeared to perform an intentional activity, col-
lecting soda cans in an office, but it did so without benefit from any form of central
symbolic representation. When a sensor detected a can, a switch sent the robot
forward. When its collision with the desk stilled the wheels, a gripper extended.
When the soda can broke an infrared beam in the gripper, it grasped the can, and
so on.

Is Herbert too grounded in the situation and therefore lacking representational
freedom? I would argue against it, and just because a person can think abstractly
about soda cans does not make that person’s thinking less grounded than Herbert’s
responses. Herbert has a brittle kind of grounding, which, oddly, is similar to the
GOFAI-based robot Shakey (Nilsson, 1984). Despite their differences, Herbert,

in specific environments (e.g., where desks have a certain height). Neither robot
could get very far in a new environment with unknown objects. While well-fitted
by a (conscious) designer to a given purpose, neither could reconfigure its inter-
nal workings for some new task. Neither robot can discover what objects afford,
nor develop and automate skills for handling objects based on their affordances
(Gibson, 1979). In other words, they lack the kinds of cognitive systems that, in
humans, coordinate conscious and nonconscious processing. Just as traditional
symbol systems cannot be grounded without a human interpreter (Harnad, 1990a,
1990b), Brooks’ subsumption architecture cannot be grounded without a human
designer to rebuild it as the context changes.

Neither Shakey nor Herbert has a mechanism for regrounding, which explains
why their grounding is so brittle. It fits a certain environment but fails irrecoverably
in others. A system with a flexible grounding will reground itself when its body,
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environment, or even its goals change (MacDorman et al., 2000). Like the babies
Cowley (2007) studies, it will be able to use the world to construct its own agency.
Unfortunately, however, the apparent grounding of Herbert and Shakey depends
on the plasticity of their designers’ brains and not their own. And so it is their
designers’ brains that effectively coordinate processing that is more centralised,
articulated, and conscious with processing that is more automated, modularised,
and subconscious (MacDorman, 1999). In this manner, information is decontex-
tualised and recontextualised as skills are automated and reautomated. It is these
cognitive and sensorimotor processes that make for a robust grounding.

Conclusion

Except in abstract, formal systems, such as those implemented on a computer, even
symbolic processing is embodied and situated — and influenced and constrained
by its embodiment and other circumstances (Pattee, 2001; Lindblom & Ziemke,
2006). A given body sets up unique ecological relations between its perceptuo-
motor and cognitive systems and the environment. Contextual broadening de-
velops from the sensorimotor projections of objects in a particular
ability to reason in other, new situations does not involve substituting syntactic
constraints for empirically acquired ones but rather acquiring and generalising em-
pirical constraints from a history of interaction and bringing them to bear on the
situation at hand. In more abstract planning and reasoning, empirically acquired
constraints may take on logic-like properties, but ecological (i.e., body–world)
constraints remain at play (Wason, 1981). Even logical constraints are learned em-
pirically. Indeed, logical thinking is just one of many kinds of (learned) habits that
afford contextual broadening.

Fodor (1996) has characterised the symbol systems of AI as being subject to
the frame problem, because they have too much representational freedom, be-
ing governed only by syntactic constraints, while Harnad (1991) has attributed
the same cause to the symbol grounding problem. However, I would argue that
syntactic constraints are a subset of empirical constraints and not the other way
around. Symbol systems do not suffer from too much representational freedom
but the wrong kind! In contrast, the human brain effectively manages the trade
off between freedom and stability through the interplay of conscious and non-
conscious processing, and that is our solution to the frame and symbol grounding
problems.
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Notes

* Much appreciation goes to all the participants in the External Symbol Grounding Workshop in
Plymouth, UK on 3 and 4 July 2006, and especially to Tony Belpaeme, Stephen J. Cowley, Stevan
Harnad, Alexander Kravchenko, Joanna Raczaszek, and Christopher Viger for fruitful discus-
sions on symbol grounding that have contributed to this paper. I would also like to thank Bruce B.
Mangan for a discussion on consciousness and Robert Port for a discussion on spoken language.

.

2. Nowhere in my discussions of consciousness in this paper do I attempt to address the so-
called ‘hard problem’ of why we are even conscious at all. I am merely looking at the functional
relation between conscious and nonconscious processing — a relation which presumably could
be implemented in machines regardless of whether these machines would really be conscious.
My treatment of the hard problem appears in MacDorman (2004).

3. mushroom symbol
in the head and, inseparably, how mushroom-related symbol processing elicits mushroom-di-
rected sensorimotor actions like picking, sorting, washing, frying, and eating.

4. -
soning programs implemented on computers.

5.
sensory projections to distinguish the object from confusable alternatives based on internal and
external state changes (Harnad, 1987; Cangelosi, Greco & Harnad, 2000).

6.
in office, it is wasting time reasoning about something that is highly unlikely to have changed. If
it has to determine whether Venus has entered its gut, it is wasting time reasoning about some-
thing that cannot happen. And if it has to figure out that it should not reason about these things,

is adequately constrained so that senseless reasoning will not happen.

7.
not something low-level like edges and blobs or other basic perceptual or sensorimotor features,
but natural kinds of things: emperor penguins, zebras, and so on.

8. I may have in my head a concept corresponding to the sentence “John saw Mary with her ex-
husband.” But this concept, as represented in LOT, need not resemble any natural language. (It
could instead resemble, e.g., Schank and Ableson’s Conceptual Dependency, 1977.)

9. internalising what begins as external me-
diational means. While the term internalisation is much disputed, it can be uses as shorthand
for processes like the move from counting on the fingers to counting in the head or from talking
to others to thinking in words.

0. Since many animals presumably can consistently perceive relations among objects, and thus
enjoy systematicity in their perceptual apparatus (as Fodor and Pylyshyn, 1988, say, “punctate
minds don’t happen”), I can see the problem of grounding internal symbols as also being an is-
sue for many non-primate species.
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